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ABSTRACT
Web sear h engines rank potentially relevant pages/sites for
a user query. Ranking do uments for user queries has also
been at the heart of the Text REtrieval Conferen e (TREC
in short) under the label ad-ho retrieval. The TREC ommunity has developed do ument ranking algorithms that are
known to be the best for sear hing the do ument olle tions
used in TREC, whi h are mainly omprised of newswire
text. However, the web sear h ommunity has developed
its own methods to rank web pages/sites, many of whi h
use link stru ture on the web, and are quite di erent from
the algorithms developed at TREC. This study evaluates
the performan e of a state-of-the-art keyword-based do ument ranking algorithm ( oming out of TREC) on a popular web sear h task: nding the web page/site of an entity,
e.g. ompanies, universities, organizations, individuals, et .
This form of querying is quite prevalent on the web. The
results from the TREC algorithms are ompared to four
ommer ial web sear h engines. Results show that for nding the web page/site of an entity, ommer ial web sear h
engines are notably better than a state-of-the-art TREC algorithm. These results are in sharp ontrast to results from
several previous studies.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the explosive growth of the World Wide Web, nding useful web pages/sites using web sear h engines has
be ome a part of our everyday lives. A ording to a reent study sponsored by RealNames Corporation, 75% of
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frequent Internet users use sear h engines to navigate the
web [2℄. With su h usage, sear h engines ontinually strive
to improve their performan e. What sear h algorithms work
best for nding information on the web? This has be ome
a riti al question given the heavy use of sear h these days.
Traditionally sear h algorithms have been studied in the
Information Retrieval (IR) resear h ommunity [16℄. Most
traditional algorithms are keyword-based1 and, given a user
query, use word frequen ies, word importan e, do ument
length and other statisti al ues to assign potential importan e to a do ument. However, with the emergen e of the
web many new algorithms for web sear h have been proposed and are being used in various web sear h engines today. Many of these algorithms in orporate link-stru ture
of pages in their ranking s hemes, and are notably di erent from the traditional keyword-based do ument ranking
algorithms.
One onferen e whi h has been quite in uential in the
advan ement of traditional keyword-based IR ranking algorithms is Text REtrieval Conferen e or TREC [24℄. TREC
is a series of annual onferen es run by DARPA and NIST
with the aim of obje tively evaluating text sear h and related te hnologies in independently run evaluations. Valuable ben hmark test olle tions are produ ed as a by-produ t
of TREC. The do ument sear h problem has been dubbed
as ad-ho sear h under TREC. The ad-ho s enario is parallel to what happens in web sear h. A user provides the
sear h system with a (usually short) query, and the system ranks potentially relevant do uments in response to
the query. Traditionally TREC has used do uments from
Newswires and other non-web text olle tions, for example,
AP Newswire, Wall Street Journal, LA Times, San Jose
Mer ury News, the Federal Register, et . More re ently
there has been a shift towards using a web do ument olle tion [7℄.
During the last eight years, TREC parti ipants have developed new do ument ranking algorithms that have been
shown to be quite e e tive for sear hing do ument olle tions used in the TREC ad-ho tasks. One di eren e between the traditional IR or TREC environment and the web
environment is the presen e of hyper-links between web do uments. Several sear h te hniques have been proposed in
the web environment that exploit the presen e of links [1,
9℄. Major web sear h engines don't dis lose all details about
1
We use the term keyword-based to refer to algorithms that
do not use any linkage information, and the term link-based
for algorithms that use both keywords and links in their
ranking s hemes.

their ranking s hemes, however, it is widely known that several of them do in orporate link information in some form [1,
25℄. How mu h more e e tive are link-based methods in the
web environment as ompared to a state-of-the-art keywordbased method developed for the TREC ad-ho task? This
question has been studied in a limited number of studies,
espe ially under TREC's web tra k [5, 6, 7℄. The results
from these studies indi ate that for web sear h, link based
methods do not hold any advantage over the state-of-the-art
keyword-based methods developed for TREC ad-ho sear h.
These results are quite ounter-intuitive given the general
wisdom in the web sear h ommunity that some kind of
linkage analysis does improve web page/site ranking. Our
work is motivated by this dis repan y between the results
presented in [5, 6, 7℄, and the general belief in the web sear h
ommunity.
Di erent web sear h engines make ompeting laims regarding their overage and sear h e e tiveness. In this study,
we don't on entrate on omparing the sear h e e tiveness
of di erent web sear h engines. There have been several
studies that do su h a omparison [4, 11℄. Instead, our aim
is to study how a state-of-the-art keyword-based do ument
ranking algorithm (emerging from the TREC ad-ho task)
will perform on a realisti web sear h task; and how that
performan e ompares to the performan e of some popular
web sear h engines whi h use link stru ture in their ranking
s hemes. Previous studies have shown that link-based methods do not hold mu h advantage over keyword-based TREC
ad-ho algorithms, however, these studies a ompany their
results with several aveats whi h we dis uss in detail in Se tion 2. This work aims at studying the above question in
an environment whi h is loser to real web sear h and does
not have these aveats. Again, the details are dis ussed in
Se tion 2.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. Se tion 2
dis usses the TREC ad-ho and web tra ks and points out
some of the short omings of the web sear h evaluation studies done under TREC. Se tion 3 dis usses our experimental
environment and explains how this environment removes the
problems asso iated with the previous studies. In Se tion 4
we des ribe our implementation of a state-of-the-art TREC
ad-ho algorithm, and show that it indeed is ompetitive
with the best TREC results. In Se tion 5 we present our
results and dis uss them. Se tion 6 on ludes the study.

2.

THE TREC AD-HOC AND WEB TRACKS

The ad-ho task has been at the heart of TREC evaluations sin e the begining of TREC [24℄. In this task, TREC
parti ipants are given a olle tion of Newswire and other
do uments, usually about 500,000 to 700,000 do uments in
roughly two gigabytes of text. Along with the do uments,
the parti ipants are also given a set of fty queries posed
by real users (often alled assessors as their key role is to
assess the relevan e of do uments retrieved by di erent systems for their queries). The onferen e parti ipants rank
do uments from the olle tion for every query using their
systems, and the top 1,000 do uments for ea h query are
returned to NIST by every parti ipant for evaluation. The
assessors judge the top 100 to 200 do uments from every
system for relevan e and various evaluation s ores are omputed for ea h parti ipating system (for example, average
pre ision, pre ision in top 10, 20, 30 do uments, and so on).
Even though the TREC ad-ho task, espe ially when us-

ing short 2-3 word queries2 , is very lose to what happens
in a web sear h system, there are some notable di eren es.
For example, the type of do uments being sear hed in TREC
ad-ho are not web pages.

TREC Web Tracks
An e ort to evaluate web sear h is underway at TREC under
the web tra k [7℄. This tra k deals with some of the di eren es between web sear h and TREC ad-ho , and uses an
evaluation framework based on web data. This tra k uses
a olle tion of web pages from an early 1997 rawl of the
web done by the Internet Ar hive [5℄. The queries are either
sele ted from a web sear h engine's query log [5, 7℄, or are
the queries provided by the NIST assessors for the regular
TREC ad-ho task [6, 7℄. The evaluation measure used is
pre ision in top twenty pages retrieved (i.e., proportion of
relevant pages in top 20) [5, 6, 7℄.
One of the main aims of TREC web tra k has been to
answer the question if link-based methods are better than
keyword-based methods for web sear h. Most results oming out of the web tra k indi ate that (as measured under
TREC) link-based methods do not have any advantage over
a state-of-the-art keyword-based TREC ad-ho algorithm.
For example, a ording to Hawking et al. in [6℄:

: : : results are presented for an e e tiveness omparison of six TREC systems : : : against ve
well-known Web sear h systems : : : . These (results) suggest that the standard rankings produ ed
by the publi web sear h engines is by no means
state-of-the-art.
: : : all ve (publi web) sear h engines performed
below the median P20 for (short) title-only (TREC)
VLC2 submissions : : :
Also, in [7℄ Hawking et al. say that

: : : Little bene t was derived from the use of
link-based methods for standard TREC measures
on the WT2g olle tion. : : : One group investigated the use of PageRank s ores and found no
bene t on standard TREC measures. : : :
On a similar note, Savoy and Pi ard in [17℄ say that as
implemented in their study:

: : : Hyper-links do not result in any signi ant
improvement : : :
Overall, the sentiment in [5, 6, 7, 17℄ is that when applied to
web sear h, state-of-the-art keyword-based te hniques used
in TREC ad-ho systems are as e e tive as link-based methods. Hawking et al. do a ompany these ounter-intuitive
results with several short omings of the TREC environment
that might be ausing them. For example, in [7℄ they say:

: : : The number of inter-server links within WT2g
may have been too small or it may be that linkbased methods would have worked better with different types of queries and/or with di erent types
of relevan e judgments. : : :
2
Ea h query also has mu h longer versions whi h some
TREC parti ipants use in their systems.

These aveats to the results presented in [5, 6, 7℄ are the
main fo us of this study. We observe the following shortomings of the evaluations done in the TREC web tra k,
and design a new evaluation whi h is aimed at removing
these short omings to study the e e tiveness of link-based
vs. keyword-based sear h algorithms again:
1. The queries used in the TREC environment are mostly
topi al, i.e., they are aimed at nding relevant pages
on various topi s. Whereas in a real web sear h environment the users pose many di erent kinds of queries,
e.g., nd a parti ular site, or nd high quality sites on
a topi , or nd mer hants that sell something heap,
et .,
2. The relevan e judgments used in [5, 6, 7℄ are done
on a per page basis and not on a per site3 basis. Even
though the evaluation measure used|pre ision at rank
20|rightly measures the pre ision oriented nature of
web sear h users, the page-based judgments ignore the
(site-based) browsing aspe t of the web.
For example, in doing an in-house pilot study, we found
that for the query \new york ity subway" (posed by
one of our users) our TREC ad-ho algorithm retrieved
eighteen out of the top twenty pages from the site
www.ny subway.org, and all were judged relevant by
our user. Most ommer ial sear h engines realize that
this is not very desirable from the users' perspe tive,
on e on the site www.ny subway.org, users like browsing the pages on that site themselves. Therefore, most
ommer ial sear h engines group the results by site.
Page based pre ision measurement tends to favor TREC
ad-ho algorithms whi h an retrieve twenty pages, all
relevant, from a single site. On the other hand, sitebased grouping done by most ommer ial web sear h
engines arti ially depresses the pre ision value for
these engines (as measured under TREC) be ause it
groups several relevant pages under one item and lls
the list of ranks by other, possibly non-relevant, sites.
The problem that all relevant do uments are not pertinent to a user is a long standing problem in retrieval
evaluation [3℄. Sin e pertinen e is hard to quantify,
most retrieval evaluations just use do ument relevan e
as the evaluation riteria. The web sear h engines, and
in our opinion rightly so, take the view that multiple
pages from the same site, even though relevant, are less
pertinent as ompared to relevant pages from di erent
sites. The TREC evaluations ignore this aspe t.
3. The web olle tion used in TREC evaluations is a 100
gigabyte olle tion with 18.5 million pages based on
an early 1997 rawl done by the Internet Ar hive [5℄.
This olle tion is quite outdated with respe t to the
link stru ture of the urrent web. For example, the
average number of ross-host out-links in the TREC
olle tion is 1.56 per page, whereas in a re ent rawl
of the web we noti e that the average number of rosshost out-links is 4.53 per page, almost three times as
many. This indi ates that there is a lot more linkage
to be exploited in the urrent web ompared to the
We loosely use the term site to refer to the root page of a
group of pages on (usually) the same host. Of ourse this
de nition is not always true.
3

web data used in TREC. This observation holds a ross
all the omparative measurements we did. For example, the average number of in-host out-links is 5.57
per page for the TREC data, but it is mu h higher|
11.63/page|for our re ent rawl. Similarly, the average number of ross-host in-links for the TREC data is
0.12/page and this number is 2.08/page for our rawl.
(There is a di eren e in the average number of outlinks and the in-links per page be ause the out-links
in lude links pointing to pages not in out olle tion.)
Also, the average number of in-host in-links per page
is 3.71 for TREC data and it is 6.31 for our rawl. (In
all these measurements we only ount links that have
some valid an hor text atta hed to them.)
4. In a binary relevan e model, as used in TREC, there
is no notion of a relevant page being more or less relevant than another relevant page. However, on the
web, there are learly good and not so good pages on
every topi . The quality of a web page is a subje tive
issue and the sear h engines tend to apture it numeri ally by (for example) the number of outside pages
that point to a given page (assuming linkage as a form
of re ommendation of quality), and other su h heuristi s. This aspe t is not aptured in TREC evaluations.
5. Con entrating on parti ular results presented in [5, 6℄
whi h show that the ommer ial web sear h engines
are notably worse than modern TREC ad-ho algorithms, we want to emphasize that in [5, 6℄ the pre ision results for TREC algorithms are obtained on the
TREC web data, whereas these results are ompared
to ommer ial web sear h engines running on a ompletely di erent and mu h larger and re ent web rawl.
Hawking et al., do a knowledge that this di eren e (in
the underlying web olle tions) is a potential sour e of
in onsisten y in their results.
These short omings of previous work do not give us on den e that the results from these studies will hold in a realisti , more re ent web sear h environment. In the following
se tion, we des ribe our experimental environment whi h is
aimed at removing these short omings and evaluating the
e e tiveness of urrent link-based web sear h engines vs. a
state-of-the-art keyword-based TREC ad-ho algorithm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
To set up an experimental environment that would allow
us to obje tively study the e e tiveness of TREC ad-ho
algorithms for a realisti web sear h task, we need the following tools:

: A set of real user queries.

: User judgments for the \goodness" of a
page/site retrieved by a sear h engine.

: An implementation of a
state-of-the-art TREC ad-ho algorithm.

: An obje tive evaluation measure that a urately measures sear h e e tiveness for
the sear h task at hand.

: A large olle tion of fresh web pages.
In the following we dis uss our approa h to sele ting and
building ea h of these omponents.

Queries
Judgments
TREC Implementation
Evaluation Measure
Colle tion

Queries and Judgments

a web-site. The Ex ite log4 ontains 2,477,283 queries posed
to Ex ite during few hours on De . 20, 1999. To avoid the
query interpretation problem mentioned above, we rst nd
all queries in these logs that ontain the string home followed
by the string page, or the string web followed by the string
page or site. This stri t sele tion riteria gives us 14,603
queries from this log, for example \A es High homepage",
or \Champion Nutrition web site". There are many more
queries in the log that seem to be seeking a web page/site
(e.g., \Pana he ommuni ations" or \OÆ e Depot") but we
don't want to get engaged in a query interpretation exer ise.
Then we use a human subje t to go through these 14,603 ltered queries, and a) eliminate the ones that are not seeking
an expli it page, e.g., \web site administration", and b) link
queries to their respe tive web pages, e.g., link \Purdue University Homepage" to www.purdue.edu. Using this pro ess,
we generate a set of 100 queries, and their orresponding
relevant pages, for use in our evaluation.
Sin e the keyword-based TREC algorithms are quite sensitive to presen e of extraneous words (like homepage) in a
query, the human subje t generating the <query, relevant
page> pairs also removed these extraneous words from the
queries. So the query \Champion Nutrition web site" was
redu ed to just \Champion Nutrition". To our knowledge,
most web sear h engines have su h a stop-list (list of words
to remove) for query pro essing. Despite our instru tions,
eight of the 100 queries were left as is by our human subje t
and do ontain these extraneous words.
Our query sele tion pro ess eliminates the rst, se ond
and fourth problems (mentioned in Se tion 2) with the previous studies done in [5, 6, 7℄. Sin e we have only one page
that is relevant to a query, the fourth problem of di eren es
in quality of two relevant pages does not exist. Also, the
larger problem (problem 2 in Se tion 2) of page-based, instead of site-based, evaluation disappears sin e there is only
one orre t site for a query.
We realize that for queries that seek a web site, it is possible for an engine to use some URL based heuristi s to
improve its han es of nding the relevant site. For example, for the query \IBM", it is a reasonable guess that the
user is looking for the site www.ibm. om. If the ommer ial
web sear h engines use su h URL based heuristi s, they will
have an unfair advantage over the TREC algorithms. For
this reason, in our query sele tion pro ess, we take extra
are to make sure that the desired site is not a URL formed
easily by using query words. For example, we reje t queries
like \IBM", or \AOL", or the query \williams sonoma homepage" as the desired page (www.williams-sonoma. om) has
query words in the URL. Even though there is nothing
wrong in using su h URL ues to rank pages for a query, we
want to limit the advantage the ommer ial engines might
have due to using su h ues. For the queries used in this
study, if the ommer ial engines do use some URL ues to
promote ertain pages, they must do some non-trivial proessing of the query string to mat h it to a page URL. One
variable that we did not a ount for in our query sele tion
pro ess was keyword navigation servi es like RealNames.
We dis uss the impa t of this on our results in Se tion 5.

As we mentioned earlier, there is a wide variety of query
types that users pose to a web sear h engine. Ea h type of
query de nes a spe i web sear h task. For example, one
ould easily identify queries in a sear h engine query log that
seek a parti ular web site, e.g., \Purdue University Homepage", \Ameri an Airline web site", \Newark Airport", and
so on. These queries an all be grouped under the task:
nd a web page/site. Similarly, there are a lot of queries
that seek high quality sites on a ertain topi , e.g., \jazz",
\sear h engines", and so on. These queries an be grouped
under the task: nd high quality web pages/sites on a topi .
One an identify many su h task groups in a sear h engine
query log. Based on our informal analysis of a large query
log, the two tasks we mention above: nd a web page/site
and nd high quality web pages/sites on a topi are quite
popular among web users. Short of doing a lot of manual
lassi ation, it is hard for us to quote on rete numbers
on how prevalent ea h query type is on the web. To our
knowledge, there is no published study that groups queries
from a query log into su h task groups. Most studies done
on sear h engine query logs study various statisti al properties of the queries, e.g., the average query length, query
repetition, and so on [8, 18℄.
To sele t a set of queries for use in a web sear h evaluation, ideally, one should take a random sample from queries
posed to a sear h engine by a large population of users. Also,
the pages retrieved by di erent engines should be judged for
goodness by the person who posed the query. However, the
two goals of a) using a large population of users, and b) asking the original user to do relevan e judgments, are quite
ontradi tory in a lab setting. One possible x to this problem is to use a limited set of users available for an experiment
and only use their queries, and their judgments. This approa h does not yield as wide a variety of query types as one
an get from a real sear h engine query log. The other x to
this problem is to use a sample of queries from a real sear h
engine query log, and ask a human subje t, obviously di erent from the person who posed the query, to judge pages for
someone else's query. This is the approa h taken in some of
the TREC studies [5, 7℄. In essen e, the human subje t is
told: \make your judgments based on what you would have
been looking for, had you posed this query". This approa h
su ers from the problem that two human interpretations of a
query an be quite di erent. For example, a human subje t
an interpret the query \who wants to be a millionaire" as
a query looking for ratings/reviews of the famous TV show,
whereas the original user who posed the query might have
been looking for the home-page for the show.
Given these problems in obtaining extensive relevan e judgments, and given that it is quite time and human-labor intensive to get relevan e judgments from humans for a large
set of queries, we de ided to experiment with only one popular type of web queries for whi h doing relevan e judgments
is relatively easy; we use queries of the type: nd a web
page/site. A large proportion of users pose su h queries to
web sear h engines everyday, and doing relevan e judgments
for these queries is not as expensive. This sele tion also allows us to do our evaluation using a relatively large set of
test queries.
From two real user query logs, one our internal log for our
engine, and another made available by Ex ite (www.ex ite. om) 4 Made available by Ja k Xu of Ex ite
we sele t queries that are expli itly seeking a home-page or
ftp:ex ite: om=pub=ja k=Ex ite Log 12201999:gz

via

TREC Implementation
We implement an ad-ho sear h algorithm based on some of
the top performing algorithms in use at TREC. The details
of our implementation are dis ussed in Se tion 4. To be fair
and to make sure that our implementation of the TREC adho algorithm is not broken, we test our implementation on
several TREC ad-ho tasks and verify that it is indeed stateof-the-art (see Se tion 4). Our evaluation pro edure needs
to a ommodate the fa t that the TREC ad-ho algorithms
retrieve pages, not sites, whereas most of the queries used
in this study seek parti ular sites. Our implementation, like
any other keyword-based system, has a tenden y to retrieve
multiple pages from a site. To have a site-oriented retrieval,
we group the pages by the host they reside on and sele t
the top twenty sites for evaluation. A site/host is given the
same rank as the rank of the best page residing on that site.
This is in-line with what many ommer ial sear h engines
do.

Evaluation Measures
We ompare the e e tiveness of our implementation of TREC
ad-ho algorithm to four ommer ial sear h engines: Ex ite,
Google, Ly os, and AltaVista Raging. For a given query, if
a page is not found in the top ten ranks by a sear h engine,
that engine gets no redit for that parti ular query. The
assumption here is that if a user an't nd a page in the top
result page, the user will simply give up. This assumption
is strongly supported by the fa t that almost 85% of users
don't request beyond just the rst results s reens for their
query [18℄. For every system we ount the number of queries
for whi h it retrieves the desired site at rank-1, up to rank2, up to rank-3, and so on, and plot this on a graph (see
Se tion 5). The higher the number of queries for whi h an
engine retrieves the desired site at a ertain rank, the better
is the engine.
Using the top ten pages per query also allowed us to manually judge every run. Even though it is simple in prin iple
to nd if two URLs will get you the same page, in light of
redire tions (via the refresh HTML meta-tag), pages generated by javas ripts, mirror sites, et ., this be omes a nontrivial exer ise in the urrent web environment. Therefore,
we he k all the results by hand to nd ranks of the relevant
pages retrieved (as they may be retrieved under a ompletely
di erent URL).

Collection of Pages
To eliminate the problems asso iated with the olle tion of
web pages used in previous studies (see problems 3 and 5 in
Se tion 2), we run our TREC ad-ho algorithm over 217.5
gigabytes of freshly rawled web data ( rawled between O tober 14{17, 2000) ontaining 17.8 million web pages. The
assumption is that the ommer ial web sear h engines also
have the same (fresh) opy of the pages rawled. The obje tive is to make sure that the underlying olle tion available
to the our TREC algorithm is similar to the olle tion used
by the ommer ial engines.
Sin e just 217.5 gigabytes of web data will not ontain
all the pages indexed by the ommer ial sear h engines, the
TREC algorithm might be at a disadvantage be ause of the
poor overage of our rawl. To eliminate this problem, for
every query in our test set, we add to our rawl all missing pages that are retrieved in the top ten ranks by any of
the ommer ial sear h engines. We ran these queries on the

ommer ial engines on O tober 17, 2000 and gathered the
rst ten results for ea h. We then fet hed the pages that
were not in our rawl and added them to our olle tion.
This in lusion ensures that the TREC algorithms have a ess to all pages that have been retrieved by a ommer ial
engine and are not at any disadvantage due to our small
rawl. Even though quite unlikely, it is possible that we
might have rawled pages that are not indexed by the ommer ial engines. This gives a slight advantage to the TREC
ad-ho algorithm in its ability to nd su h pages.

4. TREC AD-HOC ALGORITHM
Di erent groups parti ipating in TREC have developed
several ad-ho algorithms over years. Most groups have their
own expertise built into these algorithms. An analysis of
some of the best performing TREC algorithms shows that
the top ad-ho algorithms at TREC have the following two
ommon features: [23, 24℄
1. Most of the top performing systems use a modern term
weighting method developed in either the Okapi system [12, 13℄ or the SMART system [19, 20℄.
2. Most groups use a two-pass pseudo-feedba k based
query-expansion approa h. In this approa h a rst
pass retrieval is done to nd a set of top (say) 10 or 20
do uments related to the query, the query is expanded
by adding new words/phrases from these do uments
using relevan e feedba k [14, 15℄, and this expanded
query is used to generate the nal ranking in a se ondpass retrieval.
Ea h parti ipating group has its own twist on the above
two omponents. For example, several groups use olle tion
enri hment [10℄, in whi h a mu h larger do ument olle tion
is used in the rst pass (instead of the target olle tion) to
lo ate do uments for use in the query-expansion pro ess. In
yet another enhan ement, several groups assume that poorly
ranked do uments from the rst pass are not relevant to the
query and use this eviden e of non-relevan e in the query
expansion pro ess [20℄.
We implement an algorithm whi h is a s aled-down version of the ad-ho algorithm used by Singhal et al. in [20℄.
As des ribed in [23℄, this algorithm was one of the best performing ad-ho algorithms at TREC-7. Here are the steps
implemented in our algorithm.



Pass-1: Using dtn queries and dnb do uments, a



Expansion: Top ten (distin t) do uments retrieved in
the rst pass are assumed to be relevant to the query.
Ro hio's method (with parameters = 1:0; = 0:5,
and the fa tor is not needed here sin e we do not
assume any do uments as non-relevant) is used to expand the query by adding twenty new words with highest Ro hio weights [14℄. To in lude the idf -fa tor in
the expansion pro ess, do uments are dtb weighted.



The expanded query is used with dnb do uments to generate the nal ranking.

rstpass retrieval is done (see Table 1 for an explanation
of this term-weighting jargon).

Pass-2:

Sin e web olle tions do have a reasonable number of dupli ate do uments, to do the query expansion well for the

d tf fa tor:
t idf fa tor:

1 + ln(1 + ln(tf ))

0 if tf = 0

log ( N + 1 )
df

b pivoted byte length normalization fa tor:
0:8 + 0:2 

1

length of do ument (in bytes)
average do ument length (in bytes)

tf is the term's frequen y in text (query/do ument)
N is the total number of do uments in the olle tion
df is the number of do uments that ontain the term, and
the average do ument length depends on the olle tion.
dnb weighting: d fa tor  b fa tor
dtb weighting: d fa tor  t fa tor  b fa tor
dtn weighting: d fa tor  t fa tor

Table 1: Term Weighting S hemes
web olle tions, we have observed that we need to eliminate
dupli ate do uments from the top ten do uments used for
query expansion. To do this, we retrieve top 100 do uments
in the rst pass, and starting from rank 2 we test if a retrieved do ument is a dupli ate of a previously ranked do ument. If it is, we remove it from the list. We do this until
we get ten distin t do uments. Two do uments are onsidered dupli ates of ea h other if they share more than 70%
of their vo abulary. We have found this to be a reasonable
heuristi for web pages.
To test that our implementation of this TREC ad-ho algorithm is not broken and is indeed state-of-the-art, we run
our system on two re ent TREC ad-ho tasks and ompare
its pre ision to the best performing systems at TREC. Sin e
most web queries are short, we want to evaluate the system
performan e for short queries, and only use the 2-3 words
title portion of the TREC queries. Our obje tive in this
study is to do a pre ision oriented evaluation, we only ompare systems based the pre ision in top ranks. We ompare
the pre ision of our system at rank 10 and at rank 20 to
orresponding values for the ve best performing systems
at TREC using title-only queries (these values are available
from the detailed results presented in the TREC pro eedings, see Appendix A in [21℄ and [22℄). The results are shown
in Tables 2 and 3.
Tables 2 and 3 show the pre ision value for the best TREC
systems ordered by de reasing performan e. Inserted in that
order, is the orresponding pre ision value for our system.
These results show that our system, motivated by a stateof-the-art TREC ad-ho algorithm is quite ompetitive with
the top performing TREC systems. This is espe ially true
onsidering the performan e gap between the best and the
fth-best system is not very signi ant. For example, Table 2 indi ates that for the TREC-7 ad-ho task, the best
performing system ok7as retrieves on an average 4.86 relevant do uments in top 10 for a query, whereas the fth-best
performing system retrieves 4.28. That di eren e is not very
large from a user's perspe tive.

In summary, these results verify that our implementation
of a modern TREC ad-ho algorithm is not broken and is
indeed state-of-the-art. It will be reasonable to say that
this system, when run over our fresh web olle tion, would
produ e results that will be quite omparable to the results
produ ed by any other top TREC ad-ho system.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As des ribed in Se tion 3, we use 100 queries in this study
that seek a ertain web page/site. These queries vary from
nding ompany web sites, e.g., \jordanian airlines", \Volkswagon", to nding ollege home pages as in \Walla Walla
College", \Brigham Young University", to nding individual pages, e.g., \mari ostendorf", \Vangelis Natsios", and
so on. The results from both the rst pass (no query expansion) and the se ond pass (with query expansion) of our
TREC algorithm are ompared to four ommer ial sear h
engines: Ex ite, Google, Ly os, and AltaVista Raging.
Figure 1 shows the results of our experiments. The xaxis of Figure 1 shows the rank at whi h the desired site
was retrieved by a system. The y-axis shows the umulative
number of queries for whi h the desired site was retrieved
at or before the orresponding rank on the x-axis. For example, a point <6,82> on the plot indi ates that the orresponding sear h engine retrieved the desired site at rank
6 or better for 82 out of the 100 queries. The higher the
plot, the better the engine is. For example, the best engine
(Engine 4) retrieves the relevant page at rank 1 for 81 out
of the 100 queries. Whereas our two-pass TREC algorithm
retrieves the relevant page at rank 1 for only 22 out of the
100 queries.
We would like to emphasize that for the TREC algorithms, any page that resides on the same host as the relevant page is ounted as relevant. We assume that it should
be fairly simple to do the host based grouping and present
the root page for the host. This assumption might not always be true and the results presented in Figure 1 for the
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Table 2: Pre ision at 10 and 20, TREC-7 ad-ho task
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Figure 1: Performan e of TREC algorithm ompared to four ommer ial sear h engines.

TREC algorithms are, in some sense, best- ase. Despite the
best- ase s enario for the TREC algorithms, Figure 1 shows
that the TREC algorithms are far behind these four ommer ial web sear h engines for the kind of queries used in
this study. The best ommer ial engine nds the relevant
page in top 10 for 94/100 queries whereas the better performing (one-pass) TREC algorithm nds the relevant page
for only 60 of the 100 queries. In short, the performan e
analysis presented in Figure 1 shows that the results from
the TREC algorithms are onsistently and notably below
even the poorest of the ommer ial web sear h engines used
in our study. This indi ates that best TREC ad-ho algorithms are by no means state-of-the-art for web sear h if our
obje tive is to nd a spe i web site. These results ontradi t the results presented in [5, 6, 7℄. However, we should
say that these previous studies do not use the type of queries
used in our study.
An even more surprising result is that adding a more omplex query-expansion se ond pass does not improve the results, instead it makes the results somewhat worse. Using
query expansion and doing two-pass retrieval we only nd
the relevant page for 50/100 queries in top 10 results as opposed to 60 pages for the one-pass algorithm. This result is
in dire t ontradi tion to the results obtained by TREC parti ipants for the TREC ad-ho ben hmark tasks. In those
results, it has been widely shown that in terms of average
pre ision, whi h is how results are measured at TREC, a
two-pass algorithm is almost always notably better than using just the rst pass.

Use of RealNames
As an un-anti ipated onsequen e of our hoi e of the type
of queries used in this study, any engine that uses the RealNames navigation servi e [2℄ will have an edge in this test.
RealNames links queries of this type to the true home-pages
for the orresponding organization. On inspe tion of the
results, we found that the best two engines in Figure 1 (Engine 4 and Engine 3) both use the RealNames servi e. The
other two might be using it but there is no way for us to
verify that by just looking at the results page. The best
engine in Figure 1, Engine 4, used RealNames for 28 out of
the 100 queries whereas the se ond-best engine, Engine 3,
used RealNames for 36 queries.
This de nitely gives an edge to these two engines. Unfortunately, we an't nd out how the relevant pages would
have been ranked by these engines if they were not using
the RealNames servi e. Also, sin e our main obje tive is to
ompare these engines to the TREC algorithms, even if we
remove the queries for whi h RealNames was used, the ommer ial engines still have a very large lead over the TREC
algorithms, and the results from our experiments will stand.
In all, it is quite safe to say that the ommer ial engines
are using algorithms that are more e e tive for the type of
queries used in this study.

Discussion
Analyzing some of the queries for whi h the TREC algorithms fail, we nd that the most ommon reason for their
failure is the presen e of the query words with high frequen y in non-relevant pages. For example, for the query
\laguardia airport", the top ranked page (for the one-pass
algorithm) is the ight s hedule page for Tompkins County
Airport (in Itha a, NY, USA). This ight s hedule ontains

the query word \laguardia" some ten times and gets a very
high tfidf based s ore. Similarly, for the query \ameri an
Kennel lub", the top ranked page is a list of dog lubs, many
of whi h have the query words in them. This list resides on
the site doghobbyist. om. This is an obvious problem with
keyword-based ranking systems, and we do see this problem
hurting the results from our TREC algorithms.
On an in-depth examination, we noti e why the more expensive two-pass system is worse than the one-pass system.
For example, onsider the query \horizon blue ross blue
shield"5 . The one-pass system retrieves the relevant page,
www.b bsnj. om, as the top ranked page. However, the rst
pass also retrieves many health insuran e/ are related pages
in the top ten pages. In the query expansion step, this query
loses its fo us on \horizon blue ross blue shield" and instead
be omes a general health insuran e query, failing to retrieve
the desired page in the se ond pass. This loss of fo us is
observed for many other queries in our set.
It is worth noting that many pages retrieved by the TREC
algorithms are quite relevant to the topi at hand. They
are just not the page the user was looking for in our experiments. Under the TREC riteria for judging relevan e,
many of these pages are \on topi " and will be judged relevant. This would explain why under the TREC measurements, the ommer ial engines do not show any advantage
over the TREC algorithms.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Sear hing the web a urately is be oming in reasingly
riti al as the web grows. In this study we have revisited
the question if link-based methods hold any advantage over
state-of-the-art keyword-based methods for sear hing a web
olle tion. For the type of queries used in the study: nding
the web site of an entity, we observe that ommer ial sear h
engines that use some link-based ranking s hemes outperform a modern keyword-based algorithm by a large margin.
Su h queries are quite prevalent in web sear h. The results
from this study establish, for the rst time, that for a ertain type of queries, link-based ranking algorithms are indeed better than using a modern keyword-based algorithm.
Most previous studies that have done this omparison tend
to show otherwise. It would be interesting to extend this
work to other types of queries as well, for example to the
queries that seek high quality web sites on a ertain topi .
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